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ABSTRACT

This report describes the theory underlying the PORPST code and gives
details for using the code.

The PORPST code is designed to do statistical

postprocessing on files written by the PORMC computer code. The data written
by PORMC are summarized in terms of means, variances, standard deviations, or
statistical distributions. In addition, the PORPST code provides for plotting
of the results, either internal to the code or through use of the CONTOUR3
postprocessor.

Section 2.0 discusses the mathematical basis of the code, and Section 3.0
discusses the code structure. Section 4.0 describes the free-format input
command language. Section 5.0 describes in detail the commands to run the
m

program. Section 6.0 provides an example program run, and Section 7.0
provides the references.

iii
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1.0

"

•

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION
The discharge of radioactive and chemical wastes to the subsurface has
been a widespread and common waste disposal practice at U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) installations. Some of the waste discharges i_avebeen planned;
others have been accidental. Needs for future discharges have been
identified. For example, future disposal of commercially derived, high-level
nuclear wastes is planned at the Yucca Mountain Site in southern Nevada. The
potential for disposal of low-level radioactive and mixed (radioactive and
chemical) wastes is being examined at the Hanford Site in southeastern
Washington State and at other DOE sites.
To evaluate the safety of the proposed actions and the effectiveness of
methods proposed for cleanup of sites contaminated by past disposal practices,
predictions of the future performance of waste isolation systems must be made.
Mathematical models are analytical tools used to make these predictions and
evaluations. The PORFLO-3 (Sagar and Runchal 1990) code incorporates one such
mathematical model.
The PORMC computer code (WHC 1991) has embedded the PORFLO-3 code in the
framework of a Monte Carlo driver to allow easier analysis of the effects of
uncertainties in input data on a performance measure (i.e., transport of a
contaminant). The driver provides for generation of statistically independent
or dependent values for key hydrological parameters. When using a Monte Carlo
code such as PORMC, one quickly obtains a large volume of output data that
requires further processing for visualization and comprehension. The PORPST
code is a postprocessor for PORMC that aids in the visualization process.

•

1.2

MAJOR FEATURES OF PORPST

The PORMC computer code can operate in an iterative (Monte Carlo) mode.
In any single iteration, the code solves a complex problem involving a
combination of pressure, temperature, and concentration equations. Data may
be written to output data files at several time steps within each iteration,
and output files can be produced for a large number of variables. Each output
data file contains information over the entire computational grid for every
iteration.
The PORPST code postprocesses the data files written by the PORMC code.
The major features of the PORPST code are described in the following
subsections.

WHC-EP-0423
1.2.1

-

Data Selection

A major feature of the PORPSTcode is the ability
to select subsets of
the data in the PORMC data files. Data can be extracted by realization number
or by time slices within realizations. In addition, a window capability
allows processing on a subset of the physical model domain.
1.2.2

Statistical

Processing

Another major function of the PORPST code is to compute summary
statistics bas?d on the PORMC data file. Statistics implemented include the
mean and variance of individual variables and the correlation between
two variables. In addition to the summary statistics, a statistical
distribution can be generated in the form of either a probability density
function (PDF) estimate or a cumulative distribution function (CDF) estimate.
For example, the CDF describing the variability of contaminant concentration
at a single location can be generated. The data selection features can be
invoked to select the data of primary interest for each statistical processing
function.

1.2.3

Plotting

Options

The PORPSTcode allows the generation of plots for most of the dataprocessing functions.
First,
those operations that have results
that can be
summarized in the form of a line plot can be plotted on the screen, or a
graphics metafile
can be generated.
Examples of these operations
are
generating a PDF or CDF or examining the value of a variable
at a location
over the set of realizations.
In addition to line plots, the PORPST code will process data for contour
plots. The contour plots are not actually generated by PORPST; instead, a
file is written that can be used in the CONTOUR3 plotting program. The
CONTOUR3 program was developed to postprocess files written by the
PORFLO-3 code.

i.2.4 Tabular Output Options
Another major option of the code is to output values in the form of
tables. A typical use of this feature would be to examine explicitly the
value of some variable (e.g., hydraulic head) at some location over the set of
realizations.
In addition to the tabular data output, the program can scan a data file
and print a one-page summary of the data. This feature is useful in
regenerating information about the specific PORMC run.
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1.3

PURPOSE

This document describes the theory underlying the PORPSTcode and gives
details
for using the code. The PORPSTcode provides a tool for performing
statistical
postprocessing on the data files
generated by the PORMCcode.

2.0

.

MATHEHATICALBASIS

Th.=PORPST code implements commonly accepted algorithms to compute a
number of statistics. Options for data transformatiens are provided, and the
statistics are computed after the transformations are performed. Three of the
statistics are summary in nature, providing for the calculation of the mean
value or variance of a single variable, or the (Pearson product moment)
correlation between two variables. The other statistics deal with generation
of a statistical density or CDF. Algorithms for each of the statistics are
given in this section.
2.1

DATA TRANSFORMATIONS

Version 1.0 of the PORPSTcode implements two options for data
transformations.
The two options are logarithms
using base e or base 10. The
transformations
are the first
data-processing
step performed.
Either of these
transformation options will cause the current problem definition to be skipped
if any of the data values in the data window (Section 5.0) is zero or
negative.
2.2

SUMMARY
STATISTICS

The mean and variance calculations are performed on lalues from a single
variable (e.g., hydraulic conductivity or pressure), while the correlation
calculation requires two variables. Let {xi:i=l,n} denote the n values from
the first variable, and let {yi:i=1,n}denote the n values from the second
variable.
"

For notational convenience, leL

•

n
sx =

sy =

z xi,

n
sxx =

_E xi._xi,

i=I

i=I

n

n

IZYi,
i=I

n
sxy = _ xi*Yi.
i=I

syy =

_ Yi*Yi, and
i=1
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The mean value E(x), also called the statistical expectation, and
variance V(x) of the variable x (the same formulas apply to the variable y)
are computed using the expressions

E(x) - sx / n
and
V(x) = (sxx-sx*sx/n) / (n-l).
°

The variance is undefined if only a single sample value (n=1) is available.
This is reasonable intuitively because the variance is interpreted as the
spread in the data about the central value E(x), and a single point gives no
measure of spread. The code also allows computation of the standard deviation
of the data. The st_.ndarddeviation is defined to be the positive square root
of the variance.
The correlation C(x,y) between the two variables x and y is computed
using the expression

C(x,y) = [(sxy-sx*sy/n)/(n-1)]/ C[V(x)*V(y)].
The correlation between two variables is undefined if one or both variables
have a zero variance. A zero variance is obtained only if all n values of the
variable are identical. Computation of this statistic requires the sample
size n to be 2 or larger.
2.3

ESTIMATION OF STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

The PORPST code provides for the computation of statistical distribution
descriptions in the form of PDF estimates or CDF estimates. The computational
options are discussed in the following two sections.
The most important assumption made when computing statistical
distributions is that the data values form a statistically random sample. If
this assumption is violated, the computed CDF may not be representative of the
statistical distribution actually defining the physical phenomenon that was
sampled. The computed CDF will always have the usual properties (continuous,
nonnegative, and integrate to unity), even if the random-sample assumption is
violated.
Most elementary statistics textbooks (e.g., Strait 1989, p. 330) discuss
the concept of a rardom sample. The essence of the random-sample concept is
thac all values are collected under identical conditions and are identified
with the same Governing probability distribution.
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2.3.1

Empirical Distribution Functions

Consider the case in which n data have been collected (a random sample).
The data are assumed to come from some unknown distribution with CDF F(x).
The empirical CDF EF(x) (Mood et al_ 1974, p. 264) estimates the population
CDF using the sample data. The empirical CDF is defined as follows
EF(x) = N(x) / n

.

where N(x) is the number of data values that are less than or equal to x. The
empirical
CDF is defined for the entire
meal line.
If each of the data values
is unique, EF(x) has jumps of height I/N at each of the data locations. If k
of the data values have the same value x (i.e., k ties are in the data set at
location x), the jumps in EF(x) have height k/N at location x.
2.3.2

Histogram

Density

Estimates

The simplest method used for computing sample-based PDFs is to compute
a histogram H(x) based on the sample data. Given a partition on a contiguous
subset of the real line that contains m-1 line segments defined by the set of
endpoints {bk,k=1,m}, the histogram is defined as
H(Z;bk,bk. 1) = N(bk,bk.l)

/ n

for all location z in the interval (bk,bk.1),where N(b_,b.+l
) denotes the
number of sample points that fall in the Interval (bk,_k.1_. The bk s are
typically called bin boundaries.
The implementation in the PORPST code uses bins with equal widths. Thus,
the user needs only to specify a lower bound (b,) and the distance between the
bin boundaries.

2.3.3

Kernel Density Estimates

A class of PDF estimators called kernel estimators was considered by
Parzen (1962). The kernel estimator has the form
I
g(z)

=

N
Z W[ (Z-Xi)/(CNSN) ]

ncws, i=I

where
{CN} - a sequence of constants converging to zero at an appropriate rate
sN = a scale (standard deviation) estimator
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w - a smooth density on the real line
xi = a sample data value.
For application purposes, w is defined as

w(z) = (

0"75(I-z2)
if
Izl<1
0
otherwise.

This kernel has been shown to have optimal mean-squared-error properties for
density estimation (Epanechnikov 1969). The scale estimator used is the
median absolute deviation divided by 0.6745, as suggested by Beran (1977).
The sequence {CN} chosen is cW-2- .283"N"'287,which is based on work by
Eslinger and Woodward (1990).2.3.4

Cumulative Distribution Functions
from a Kernel Density Estimate

The CDF of the variable X at the location x is defined to be the integral
of the PDF over the range-® to x. An approach to finding a sample-based CDF
is to generate a PDF estimate based or,the sample values and then integrate it
to obtain the CDF.
The PORPST code uses the sample data and the function g(z) defined in
Section 2.3.3 to generate the sample PDF at a large number of z values. This
set of PDF values is then integrated using a trapezoidal rule to obtain the
sample-based CDF.
2.3.5

Practical Use Considerations

Both of the CDF estimation procedures are "consistent," in that the
sample-based CDF converges to the theoretical CDF when a large sample is drawn
from some specified probability distribution (Serfling 1980, p. 57;
Devroye 1987, p. 37). In addition, convergence rates based on asymptotic
arguments are available from the same references. The code requires at least
four data values to successfully generate CDF plots. More than four values
are desirable because the procedure estimates the shape of an entire function.
As a general rule, at least 20 values are required to obtain a representative
sample-based CDF. lt is preferable to have 100 or more values.
The two CDF estimation procedures have subtle differences. In general,
the empirical CDF approach applies a probability mass of size I/N at the
discrete locations corresponding to the data locations, while the kernel
estimation approach spreads the same probability mass over a small region
centered at the data location. No definite theoretical explanation exists to
substantiate the preference of one approach to the other. The author
generally prefers the kernel-based approach to the empirical-based approach.

6
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The histogram (PDF) or empirical-based (CDF) approaches may be preferable
when some data are obtained "close" to a region eliminated by physical model
considerations (e.g., porosity is constrained between 0 and I). The kernelbased approach spreads the probability mass associated with a data point over
a small region; thus, it may assign a non-zero probability to an "impossible"
region. The empirical-based CDF is confined between the smallest and largest
data values, thus assigns zero probability to impossible regions. Given a
properly constructed set of bin boundaries, the histogram approach does not
encounter this problem.
•

The histogram PDF is useful for comparisons by authors who present
results in order-of-magnitude jumps. The kernel PDF can be plotted using
order-of-magnitude axes labels, but the interpretation of the plot will not be
the same as for the histogram PDF. In the asymptotic sense, both the kernelbased and histogram-based PDF estimators are consistent. However, a bin width
selection that supports consistency for the histogram-based PDF estimator is
not readily apparent to the user. This may not be a serious limitation
because the computation time required by the PORMC code precludes generating
extremely large sample sizes.

3.0
3.1

CODE STRUCTURE
AND PROGRAM
EXECUTION

INPUT AND OUTPUTFILES

•

The PORPSTprogram uses several input and output files.
The PORPSTcode
may use ._ix different
files
at one time.
Only one of these files
is
restricted in its naming by the software. This is the DISSPLA metafile, which
is created by default when performing line plots. The name of the metafile is
dependent on the host system. The PORPST program contains only one user
prompt. This prompt is for the name of the keyword control file. The PORMC
output files (STOCH.* files, where the * denotes any valid suffix) are used as
the input data files to PORPST. The PORPST program always writes a report
file and can optionally create a file acceptable to the CONTOUR3 contouring
program. This last file is referred to as a contour file in this document.
The report file, the input data files, and the contour file are identified by
using the FILE keyword command. A more detailed description of the files
follows.

"

3.1.1

Description of the Input Files

Three input files can be used by the PORPST program. The first input
file is a keyword file containing program control statements, and the second
and third input files contain data for further processing. Multiple problem
definitions can be made in a single keyword control file, and each problem
definition can use up to two input data files. The user is required to close
the input data files (see the FILE or CLEAR keywords) used in a problem
definition before new input files can be selected for a new problem
definition. Because this programming convention has been implemented, the
discussion of the input data files will consider only two files.
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3.1.1.1 Keyword Control File. The first input file is the keyword control
file that contains sequences of free-format keyword commands to control the
operation of PORPST. This file is a formatted [American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII)] file that the user must generate using an
editing program. The user is prompted for the name of this file by PORPST.
The free-format command language is described in Section 4.0, and a detailed
description of the keyword-controlledoptions is given in Section 5.0.
3.1.1.2 PORMC Data Files. The remaining two input files are assumed to be
files created by the PORMC program (the STOCH.* files). These files contain
the data to be operated on by the defined problem. Either one or two input
data files are required for any specific problems defined. Generally, two
data files can be used only in a single problem definition when computing
correlations or when file summaries are being performed. These files can be
either formatted (ASCII characters) or unformatted (binary). The user
provides file names by using the FILE keyword.
[he two input data files must be written using a prescribed format.
Subroutine HEADER is used to read the header from the data files, and
subroutine RDVAL is used to read data slices. These two subroutines contain
comments that describe the format requirements of the data file. The user
typically will use the PORMC code to create the data files and thus will not
need to know the specific format requirements for these files.
3.1.2

Description of the Output Files

Three output files can be written by the PORPST code.
are described in the following subsections.

The three files

3.1.2.1 Report File. The first output file, called the report file, is
written for every problem defined in the keyword control file. The report
file is an ASCII character file and is controlled by the user with the FILE
keyword. A new report file can be used for each problem defined in the
keyword control file, or the same report file can be used for multiple
problems defined in the keyword control file. The report file typically will
contain the program identification, information about the problem definition,
any file summaries, error and warning messages, and any created tables.
3.1.2.2 Contour File. The second output file, called the contour file,
contains the grid of computed values in a format acceptable to the CONTOUR3
contouring program. This file is written only if the OUTPUT option of the
MEAN, CORRELATion, or VARIANCE keyword is used. This file is an ASCII
character file to allow easy transfer between computer systems. A new contour
file must be used for each problem that writes output to the contour file
because of the possibility of different grid sizes, coordinate systems, etc.,
between the two defined problems.
3.1.2.3 DISSPLA Metafile. The third output file is the DISSPLA metafile.
This file is created if line plots are created by the defined problem and sent
to this file (the default) instead of being plotted on the screen. This file
is a binary file. The name of the metafile is dependent on the host system.
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If using the CRAY,i the user types POPFIL; if using the MicroVAX,2 the user
types DISSPLA.POP. A DISSPLA postprocessor is used to condition the metafile
for output on various graphics devices. The naa,_e
of the DISSPLA postprocessor
is dependent on the host computer system.
3.2

•
-

RUNNINGTHE PROGRAM

The PORPSTcode can run in an interactive
or batch mode. Once the code
has been compiled and linked into an executable form on a particular
computer,
the user can execute the program. To run the program interactively, the user
types 'PORPST' on the CRAY or 'RUN PORPST' on a VAX. The code then displays a
few lines of information and prompts the user for the keyword control file
name. Assume that the user has created the keyword control file EXAMPLEI.DAT,
which is listed in Section 6.0. The user would then enter the text string
EXAMPLEI.DAT and press the ENTER key. The PORPST code would then run the
problems defined in EXA34PLEI.DAT. For batch-mode processing, the user should
confer with a system consultant on creating a command file to operate PORPST.
3.3

PORPSTMODULESAND THEIR FUNCTIONS

The PORPSTcode has 51 modules, in which a module is a FORTRAN
subroutine,
function,
or the main program.
To the extent possible,
each
module has been assigned a single, distinct function. Subroutine IDENC is the
only subroutine that is dependent on the machine or _perating system used.
Versions of this subroutine are provided for the CRAY and MicroVAX II systems.
The modules are given in Table I with a brief description of their major code
function. The main program, PORPST, is listed first; the other modules follow
in alphabetical order.
Figure I shows the calling hierarchy for the modules. Some utility
subroutines (e.g., RUSE, SEPCHR, and XFKEY) are called from more than one
routine.

3.4

•

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS AND DIMENSION PARAMETERS

The PORPST code was designed so that all global variables are contained
in common blocks. A description of the variables will not be given here
because they are defined in internal comments in the source code.
The PORPST code uses PARAMETER statements to define the dimensions of
various arrays. Depending on the problem that is run, the user may need to
change the dimension of some arrays. The parameters that may be subject to
change and their definitions are given in Table 2.

ICRAY is a trademark of Cray Research Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
2VAX is a trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Table I. Modules and Their Functions.
Module

(sheet I of 3)

Description

PORPST

Main (top-level) module for the program. Provides the basic
structure that calls modules to read problem definitions, read
input files, perform computations, and write results.

ASCORR

Subroutine that assembles the results from the correlation
computation into the appropriate variables to be used for output
(table, line plot, or contour file).

ASDIST

Subroutine that assembles the results from the distribution
computation into the appropriate variables to be used for output
(table or line plot).

ASMEAN

Subroutine that assembles the results from the mean value
computation into the appropriate variables to be used for output
(table, line plot, or contour file).

ASVARI

Subroutine that assembles the results from the variance
computation into the appropriate variables to be used for output
(table, line plot, or contour file).

ASNCLB

Subroutine that assigns numeric values to the column labels used
in table output.

ASNPLB

Subroutine.that assigns numeric values to the plane labels used
in table output.

ASNRLB

Subroutine that assigns numeric values to the row labels used in
table output.

CEXIST

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This function determines if an eight-letter keyword is
one of the modifiers for the current data record.

COMCHR

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This function determines if an input character is a
comment identifier.

CONTUR

Subroutine that writes header information and computed grid
values to the contour file in a format acceptable to the CONTOUR3
contouring program.

CORREL

Subroutine that computes correlations between two variables.

EPAN

Subroutine that uses the kernel density estimation technique to
compute a distribution in both density and cumulative form.

ERRCHK

Subroutine that performs extensive checking to ensure that a
valid problem has been defined and that the problem can be
performed on the data selected.

FINSEP

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This subroutine locates all the separators in the
current input record.

FNAME

Subroutine that extracts a file name (character string) from an
input card image.

10
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Table I. Modules and Their Functions. (sheet 2 of 3)
Module

Description

GKERN

Function that evaluates the kernel density estimate at a single
location.

GPLOTX

Subroutine that generates a basic line plot for either the
Tek,;ronix4014 screen or the DISSPLA metafile.

HEADER

SubrL,
utine that reads the header information from the input data
files (the STOCH.* files from PORMC).

IDENC

Subroutine that generates identification variables for each run
of the code. This subroutine is operating-system dependent.

LOCNP

Subroutine that converts an array index specified by three
dimensions into an array index specified by a single dimension.
lt also performs the inverse transformation.

MEAN

Subroutine that computes mean values for a single variable.

MKTABL

Subroutine that transposes a three-dimensional grid of computed
values into a specified (or default) orientation for use as table
output.

NEWPGE

Subroutine that writes a FORTRAN new-page control character.

OUTCLB

Subroutine that writes a given set of column labels.

OUTHED

Subroutine that writes a given line of character data.

OUTLNE

Subroutine that writes a given row label and a given single line
of values.

PRSLTS

Subroutine that provides control for the output of results from
PORPST.

PRTTAB

Subroutine that provides control for the output of tables from
PORPST.

RDBLK

Subroutine that is the controlling module of the set of modules
that decode keyword data.

RELEXS

Function that determines if a requested data slice is present in
the data file.

RESET

Subroutine that initializes control information for the specified
keyword(s).

RUSE

Subroutine that determines if a given data slice is to be
included in the computations.

SAVTTL

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This subroutine moves the contents of the input
record, following the first separator, into an output array.

SCALE

Subroutine that computes the scaled median absolute deviation for
the data set.

•

•
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Table I. Modules and Their Function. (sheet 3 of 3)
Module

Description

SCNFIL

Subroutine that reads through the input data file and accumulates
summary information.

SEPCHR

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This function determines if a single input character
is a separator character.

SETUP

Subroutine that performs program initialization.

SORT

Subroutine that performs an algebraic sort on a data vector.

SUMPAG

Subroutine that prints summary information of a given data file.

TMATCH

Function that determines if two real values are equivalent within
a given tolerance.

TRANS

Subroutine that performs transformations on the input data.

UPCASE

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This subroutine converts alphabetic characters to
upper case.

VARIAN

Subroutine that computes variances for a single variable.

XFKEY

Part of the set of routines called by RDBLK to decode keyword
commands. This subroutine transfers keywords from an input
record to a storage location.

ZEROD

Subroutine that initializes a double-precision array to zero.

12
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Figure I. ModuleCallingHierarchy
for the PORPSTCode.

---CORREL,

•

ISTRB
--ERRCHK
_EADER

.

---MEAN

--RDVAL
RUSE
LOCNP
i---TRANS
L--ZEROD

TMATCH -EPAN._GKERN
-LOCNP
--RDVAL
RUSE
TMATCH
_RELEXS-----TMATCH --SCALE
SORT
L--SORT
-SORT
--TRANS
--RDVAL
F RUSE
LOcNP
I---TRANS
L---ZEROD

TMATCH

--ASDIST_LOCNP

I--ASNCLB

---ASCORR-I__MKTABL__--ASN
PLB
PORPST---PRSLTS

--ASMEAN-'__
L
rASNRLB
ASVARI-J LOCNPL-LOCNP
---CONTURF--NEWPGE
---GPLOTXI---OUTCLB

L_SUIH

--COMCHRF-.-COMCHR
-.--CEXI ST ---F INSEP--L--SEPCHR
--REAOAT

RDBLK _CDSEP_XFKEY
SAVTTL_SEPCHR LSEPCHR
UPCASE
LFNAME
L--RESET mXFKEY
_SEPCHR
mSEPCHR L--UPCASE

--RESET
"

--SCNFIL
mSETUP
--VARIAN
_SUMPAG

•

I----HEADER
i RDVAL
IDENC mLOCNP
RUSE.... TMATCH
_RDVAL
F--TRANS
L--ZEROD
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Table 2. ParameterDefinitionsin the PORPSTCode.
Parameter Value

Definition

MAXINT

1000 Maximumnumberof integrationsteps that can be usedwith
the kerneldensitymethod for generatinga statistical
distribution.

MAXTMS

1000 Maximumnumberof data slicesthat can be read from a data
file and providedin a data file summary. This parameter
is the sum oF the numberof data slices that exist for
each realization.

MXPLOT
NKEYS

2000 Maximumnumberof valuesthat can be used in a line plot.
50 Maximumnumberof modifiersthat can be containedon a
singlekeywordrecord,includingany associated
continuationrecords.

NVALS

20 Maximumnumber of numericalvaluesthat can be contained
on a single keywordrecord,includingany associated
continuationrecords.

PNl

10 Maximum numberof nodes in the I (X) dimension. Because
of concernsof limitingthe amountof unusedallocated
storage,this parameterhas been made to fit the current
problemand will generallychange as the user'sproblem
changes.

PNJ

10 Maximumnumberof ,_odesin the J (Y) dimension. Because
of concernsof limitingthe amount of unusedallocated
storage,this parameterhas been made to fit the current
problemand will generallychangeas the user'sproblem
changes.

PNVMAX

50 Maximumnumberof variablesused by the PORMC code.
Limited informationis containedin the data file headers
on all PORMC variables.

PNZ

200 Maximumnumberof nodes in the K (Z) dimension. Because
of concernsof limitingthe amount of unused allocated
storage,this parameterhas been made to fit the current
problemand will generallychange as the user'sproblem
changes.

3.5 ERROR MESSAGES
The PORPSTcode performsextensivecheckingon keyword inputs,valid
problemdefinitions,and appropriateinputdata for a definedproblem. The
PORPSTcode generatestwo levelsof errormessages. The first level is an
informationalor warningmessage,used to informthe user that an unexpected
eventoccurredand the programhas performeda correctiveaction. The program
is able to continueprocessingthe definedproblem. If the defaultaction is
inappropriate,then the user must alterthe problemdefinitionand rerun the
problem. The secondlevel is a fatal-errorlevel. Dependi_oon the severity
of the error, eitherjust the currentproblemdefinitionis terminatedor the
14
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entirePORPSTprogramis terminated. Fatal-errormessagesidentifythe
subroutinethat detectedthe error and indicatethe user actionnecessaryto
correctthe error. Both the informationalmessagesand the fatal-error
messagesare writtento the report file. The error messagesare not discussed
furtherbecausethe run-timeerrormessagesgive explicitinstructionsfor
correctingproblemsthat are detected.

4.0

DESCRIPTION
OF FREE-FORMAT
COMMAND
LANGUAGE

lt

•

The user interfacewith PORPST is througha free-formatcommandlanguage.
This commandlanguagereducesuser input to a set of conversational,
Englishlike commands. In most cases,the commandsare largelyfree of any
requirementsof formatand hierarchy.
The free-formatdata inputroutine (ADATA)used in PORFLO and PORMCwas
developedby A. K. Runchal (Runchaland Sagar 1989). A similarfunctionality
in inputstructurewas desiredfor PORPST becauseit is a postprocessorfor
PORMC. The RDBLK set of routineswere developedseparatelyby Westinghouse
Hanfordto providethis functionality.Althoughthe routinesare independent,
the inputcowentions for PORPSTare almost identicalto those used in PORFLO.
As such,the descriptionthat followswas taken from the PORFLOUser's Guide
(Runchaland Sagar 1989)and is includedhereinwith only minor modification.
The free-formlanguagereads the inputdata in distinctblocks. Each
block beginswith a keyword(Section4.1.1)that identifiesthe natureof the
data within the block. The characterand numericdata in a block may include
severallines of an inputdata file. The numericdata within a block are
taken to apply to the keywordat the start of the block. Characterdata may
be modifiers(i.e.,user options),comments,or even inconsequential
text that
enhancesthe user readabilityof the input. A block ends when the next
keyword,or an end-of-file,is encountered.
Within the inputfile, three recordtypes are recognized" keyword,
comment,and continuation. These recordtypes are describedin Section4.1.
Withineach record of the inputfile are six distinctdata elementtypes,
which are describedin Section4.2.

w

4.1

RECORD
TYPES

Three types of records are described in detail in the following sections.
Each 80-column card image read from the ,data file is considered to correspond
to one of these record types. Only the first 80 columns of a record are
processed; any further characters are truncated.
4.1.1

The Keyword Record

Function: The keyword record indicates the purpose of the numeric and
character data on the keyword record and any subsequent continuation records.
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Structure: The keywordhas the followingattributes.
• A keywordrecordmust beginwith a keywordin column I.
• Only one keywordper record is allowed.
• The keywordmay be followedby modifiersand numericalfields.
• The keyword,the modifiers,and the numericalfielasmust be
separatedfrom one anotherby separatorfields.
I

• Any characteror numericdata in a keywordrecordafter the first
occurrenceof a terminatoris ignored.
&

4.1.2

Continuation Records

Function: A continuationrecordcontinuesthe inputof numericand character
data startedby the precedingkeywordrecord.
Structure: The followingrules are to be followed.
• The continuationrecordmust begin with a separatoras the first
characterof the record.
• A continuationrecordmust alwaysoccur after a keywordrecord for
t,latgroup.
• A continuationrecordmust consistonly of a combinationof
modifiersand numericalfields isolatedfrom each other by
separators.
• Any characteror numericaldata in a continuationrecord after the
first occurrenceof a terminatoris ignored.
• Any numberof continuationrecordsmay followa keywordrecord.
4.1.3

CommentRecords

Function" The commentrecord enhancesthe clarityand readabilityof the
input.
Structure: The commentrecordhas the followingattributes.
• A comment recordmust beginwith a slash (/), asterisk(*),dollar
sign ($), or exclamationpoint (!) in the first columnof the
record. Any combinationof characterscan followthe first
character.
• A commentrecord is not processed. No numericalor characterdata
are extracted.

16
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4.2

•

A comment record cannot be extended by a continuation record.

•

A comment record can De inserted anywhere in the input.

ELEMENTSOF THE INPUT RECORD

One or more of the following
six basic elements form an input record"
keyword, modifier, numeric field, separator field, terminator field, and
comment field. These elements arc described in the following subsections.
W

4.2.1

The Keyword

Function:

The keyword identifies

an input

group.

Structure: The keyword has the following attributes.
•

A keyword must begin in the first column of a record.

•

The keyword must start with one of the characters 'a' through 'z' or
'A_ through 'Z'.

•

The keyword may consist of any character except separator or
terminator characters. The concept of a keyword is similar to that
of a variable name in FORTRAN.

•

The keyword may be from one to eight characters in length.

•

The keyword is terminated with the first occurrence of a valid
separator or terminator character.

•

The keyword may be entered in upper- or lowercase.

Examples"

•

ABCD, A123, and B&C are all valid examples of a keyword. The keyword
specifications ABCDEFGH, ABCDefgh, and AbCdEfGhXXX (where X can be any
character) are all equivalent because only the first eight characters are
significant and the input is case-insensitive.

•

'AB, SA, =junk, and .HELP, are examples of invalid keyword
specifications. Each starts with a separator or comment character.
Note the specification of ABC', ABC$, and ABC( as keywords, although
valid, are all equivalent to ABC because the last character of each example is
either a separator or a terminator.
4.2.2

The Modifier

Any character information in an input record following a keyword, except
that embedded in a numeric or comment field, is treated as a modifier.

17
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Function" The modifier contains character data that help to interpret the
other data in the record. Many program options are implemented through the
use of modifiers.
Structure.

The modifier has the following attributes.

•

A modifier in any input group, if present, must follow the keyword.

•

The modifier is identical to the keyword in structure, except that
it cannot start in column I of the record.

•

The modifier must be separated from the keyword, other modifiers, or
numeric data by a separator or terminator field.

Examples:
The structure of the modifier is identical to that of a keyword, except
that the modifier cannot start in the first column of a record. Examples of
keywords were given in Section 4.2.1.
4.2.3

The Numeric Field

Any numeric characters in a keyword or continuation record, except those
embedded in a keyword, modifier, or comment field, are treated as numeric
data.
Function. A numeric field contains numeric data for input variables.
Structure: The numeric field has the following attributes.
•

A numeric field is a continuous string of characters that must begin
with the numeric character set. In this context, the numeric
character set consists of the numerals (0-g), the decimal point (.),
and the plus (+) and minus (-) operators.

•

The numeric field cannot contain embedded blanks or separators.

•

A numeric field must consist only of the numeric character set
defined above, the asterisk
(*), and the exponent in lower- (e) or
uppercase (E).
lt must not contain any other characters.

•

The plus (+) or minus (-) sign, if present,
must immediately precede
the numerical value without any intervening
blank or other
characters;
or, if used in an exponent, it must follow
immediately
after the exponent character
e or E.

•

The asterisk
(*) or the exponent (E or e),
embedded; the numeric field
must not begin
characters.

•

A numeric field
must be separated from the keyword, modifiers,
other numeric fields
by a valid separator
or terminator
field.
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•

A numeric field can be located anywhere on a keyword or continuation
record, except in column I.

•

The numeric values can be specified in any of the following formats"
- Integer (e.g., 999)
- Real
(e.g., 999.0 or-.99)
- Exponent (e.g., 9.99E+02 or 9.99E-I).

•
•

Successive, repetitive, or identical numeric values may be specified
using the asterisk (*) option• Thus, (30., 30., 30.) may be
represented as (3*30. or 3"3.E+I); embedded separators or nonnumeric
characters must not appear in such specifications.

Examples"
The input character strings I, 0.1234, .567, +123, -1.005, 1.2e+0,
1.35E0, and 3"1.2 are all valid examples of a numeric field. The input
specifications of 123, 123., 1.23e02, +0.123E+3, 1"123, and I'I.23E+02 are all
equivalent.
The strings IAB, 11X11, and I+2 are examples of invalid numerical fields.
The first two fields have embedded nonnumeric values, and the last field has a
legal numeric character (+) embedded within the field.
A specification of 1.2)2 or 1.2=2, although valid, will be equivalent to
specifying the two separate numeric fields of 1.2 and 2 because of the
embedded separator character. A specification of 1.252 is equivalent to 1.2
because of the presence of the terminator character ($).
4.2.4

The Separator

Field

Function.
A separator field
separates
numeric fields
of an input record.

•

-

the keyword, the modifiers,

and the

Structure.
Any continuous string of characters
in an input record that
consists of only characters from the separator character set is treated as a
separator field. The valid separator characters are the space (), the comma
(,), the equal sign (=), the colon ('), the semicolon (;), the apostrophe ('),
the left paren '(', and the right paren ')' characters.
Any character with a storage code (FORTRAN ICHAR function) less than 10
will also be treated as a separator character. This convention allows tab
characters to be treated as separators.
Examples:
The sequence of characters, "'"
,.. )),
, =', and (;) are all valid
separator fields. However, the characters (a) and (i) are not valid separator
fields. In the first case, the character 'a' will be processed as a modifier;
in the second case, the character 'I' will be processed as a numeric field.
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4.2.5

The Terminator Field

Function- A terminator ends input from an individual keyword or continuation
record; however, subsequent continuation cards are processed normally, lt
also provides a vehicle for the user to insert comments in those records.
Structure: The terminator field has the following attributes.
•

The dollar sign ($) and exclamation point (!) are the only valid
terminators.

•

The terminator ends the input for the keyword or continuation record
in which it occurs; input associated with that particular keyword
may continue in a continuation record that follows.

•

The terminator may appear anywhere in a record.

•

Any characters following the terminator in that input record are not
processed; rather, they are treated as comments.

Examples"
The character sequences XYZ !Comments now, $ any comments here, and
123.4565789 are all examples of sequences with embedded terminators. In the
first sequence, XYZ will be treated as valid character data (either keyword or
modifier, depending on its starting location in the input record), whereas the
characters following the ! will be ignored. In the second example, the total
sequence will be ignored. In the third example, 789 will be ignored, whereas
123.456 will be treated as numeric data.
4.2.6

The Comment Field

Fdnction"
A comment field
provides the vehicle for the user to insert
comments into the input stream to enhance the clarity
and readability
of the
input.
The comment field may be used in the middle of a keyword and
continuation
record sequence.
Structure"

The comment field

has the following

attributes.

•

A comment field may be in the form of a trailing comment or a
comment record.

•

A trailing comment field may occur in a keyword or continuation
record, lt must begin with a terminator character; any combination
of characters can follow the terminator character. The comment
field is terminated at the end of tee 80th character of that record.

•

A comment field in a comment record may consist of any combination
of characters. The comment record must begin with a slash (/),
asterisk (*), dollar sign ($), or exclamation point (!) in the first
column of the record.

k._,p
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Examples:
In the input record ARRAY = I., 2., 3., 4. $Example 1, the character
string $Example I is an example of a trailing comment in a keyword record.
Input processing stops with the $ character; all characters including and
following the $ are ignored. The same result would be achieved if $ were
replaced with I.
The following are examples of comment records:
•

/ARRAY =
*ARRAY =
!ARRAY =
$ARRAY =

.

I.,
I.,
I.,
I.,

2.,
2.,
2.,
2.,

3.,
3.,
3.,
3.,

4.
4.
4.
4.

$Example 1
IExample I
$Example I
!Example I

All of these strings of characters will be treated as comment records.

5.0

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONOF KEYWORD
COMMANDS

The method of providing input control data to PORPST is based on reading
free-format keywords. The details of keyword structure were described in
Section 4.0. Each input command starts with a keyword that identifies the
nature of the data to follow. The keyword is followed by alphanumeric data.
The follnwing is the notational convention for the input commands to PORPST.
BOLD

The keywords for PORPST are shown in uppercase characters in
boldface type. The string of keyword characters may be specified by
the u:er in upper- or lowercase. Boldface is used here only for
notational purposes; it must not be used as operator input.

CAPS

Uppercase characters in standard typeface are modifiers of the
PORPST keywords that are siqnificant for machine interpretation of
user input. The string of characters shown may be specified by the
user in either upper- or lowercase.

char

Lowercase characters denote information on keyword commands that is
not siqnificant
for machine interpretation
of user input,
but
improves the clarity
or readability
of the input.
The string
of
characters
shown may be specified
by the user in either
upper- or
lowercase.
In addition,
they may be omitted or replaced with other
character
strings
by the operator.

"
-

The vertical
bar indicates
a choice.
For items enclosed in braces
or square brackets,
only one of the items separated by the bar may
be specified.
For items enclosed in parentheses,
at least one of
the items is required
and more than one of the items can be
specified.
{ }

Braces indicate
that the enclosed
separated from the other enclosed
required
and musk be specified.

item (or one of the enclosed
items bY vertical
bars) is

items
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[ ]

Square brackets indicate that the enclosed item or selection of one
of the enclosed items (if several items are listed and separated by
vertical bars) is optional.

( )

Parentheses indicate that at least one of the enclosed items is
required and more than one of the enclosed items can be specified.

....

Ellipses indicate that other, similar items may follow as shown.

Nn

The n-th numeric value that is associated with an input command.

The PORPST code is controlled completely through the use of keywords.
The keywords for PORPST and their functions are summarized in Table 3.
Detailed descriptions of the keywords are given in the remainder of
Section 5.0.

5.1

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMBINING KEYWORDS

This section provi_iesgeneral guidelines for defining a problem for
PORPST.
Keyword control information is carried across problem definitions. This
allows a single analysis to be set up in the first problem definition and used
on a number of data files. If this effect is not desired, the first keyword
card of the following problem definition should be CLEAR ALL. In a single
problem statement, onIv the PLOT, TITLE, XI.ABELYLABEL, and FiLE keywords can
be entered more than once. All other keywords will implement only the last
entry.
Correlation computations use two (variables) data input files.
Distribution, mean, and variance computations use a single (variable) data
input file. Only o_leof the four computational operations (correlation,
distribution, mean, or variance) can be done in a single problem definition.
The mean value computation will allow a single value to be averaged, thus
allowing the use and output of the original data (this is the only method
available to view the original data from PORPST).
A problem definition that prints only file summaries is valid. Summary
information can be printed from one or two data files in a single problem
definition. By putting several problem definitions in the same keyword
control file, any number of files can be summarized and analyzed. The END
keyword card is used to signal the end of a problem definition.
The user can indicate data subsets in various ways. The WINDOW keyword
can be used to identify a subset of locations to process. The REALIZATions
keyword can be used to identify a subset of realizations to process. The
TIMES keyword can be used to specify the time slice of the selected
realization(s) to process (by default, the last time slice is used). Only
one time slice of the selected realization(s) is processed per problem
definition.
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Table 3.
Keyword

,

.

"

Keywords and Their Functions for the PORPST Code.
Input function

CLEAR

Resets keyword control information to default values.

CORRELAT

Performs correlation calculations between two variables.

DISTRIBU

Performs the calculation of a statistical distribution for a
single variable.

END

Signals the end of a single problem definition.

ENDINPUT

Signals the end of the input control file.

FILE

Selects and controls input and output files.

PLOT

Generates basic line plots.

REALIZAT

Specifies which realizations of input data are to be used in
computations.

SCREEN

Displays output on the terminal.

STOP

Terminates execution immediately.

SUMMARY

Prints summary information for an input data file.

TABLES

Generates a table of computed values.

TIMES

Specifies which time slice of each selected realization is to be
used in computations.

TITLE

Specifies the title for a line plot.

TRANSFOR

Performs the specified transformation on the input data values.

USER

Specifies a name for the user.

VARIANCE

Performs variance calculations for a single variable.

XLABEL

Specifies the x-axis label for a line plot.

YLABEL

Specifies the y-axis label for a line plot.

For certain output, the user can further subset the data by using the
SLICE modifier on the PLOT and TABLES keywords. The values given to the SLICE
modifier must be a subset of the computational window or the output will not
be performed.
Because of some restrictions in the set of software modules that
implement the keyword input, special care is necessary when multiple modifiers
that require numeric input are used (see the PLOT and TABLES keyword
descriptions). Special ordering is also required of the PLOT, TITLE, XLABEL,
and YLABEL keywords in the keyword control file (see the corresponding keyword
descriptions).
Because of restrictions in the DISSPLA software, all of the plots in a
single run of the PORPST code must be directed to the same output device. The
device may be either the terminal screen or a plot file.
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5.2

CLEAR COMMAND

5.2.1

Purpose

The CLEAR keyword is used to reset c .trol keyword information to default
values.

5.2.2

Syntax
I

CLEAR { ALL I EXFILE I (CORRELAT I DISTRIBU I FILE I MEAN I PLOT I REALIZAT ,
SCREEN ',SUMMARY I TABLES I TIMES ',TRANSFOR I VARIANCE ',WINDOW) }
If the ALL modifier or the EXFILE modifier is used, no other modifiers
that exist on the same input card will be recognized. If the ALL and EXFILE
modifiers are not used, one or more of the remaining modifiers must be entered
on the input card. An informational message is printed if no modifiers are
found on the CLEAR keyword card.

5.2.3

Examples

The first example below completely erases a problem definition; this card
can be used as the first input card in a new problem definition to ensure that
all control information has been reset. The second example resets control
information for all keywords except the FILE keyword. The third example
resets the time step and the grid used in computations to default values and
disables all output to the terminal screen.
CLEAR ALL
CLEAR EXFILE
CLEAR TIMES WINDOW SCREEN
5.3

CORRELAT COMMAND

5.3.1

Purpose

The CORRELAT keyword allows the user to compute correlations between
two variables. Correlations can be computed only at grid locations using
realizations as replicates. A single time slice of the grid is used from each
realization. Two data files (one for each variable) are used concurrently for
correlations. This requires that the data files match up in coordinate system
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Table 4.
Modifier

Modifiers and Their Descriptions for the CLEAR Keyword.
Remarks and explanations

ALL

Resets control information for all keywords, produces the same
result as using CLEAR with all the other modifiers.

CORRELAT

Turns off the computation of correlations and resets the
CORRELAT modifiers.

DISTRIBU

Turns off the computation of distributions and resets the
DISTRIBU modifiers.

EXFILE

Resets the control information for all keywords except the
FILE keyword.

FILE

Closes all files and resets the FILE modifiers.

MEAN

Turns off the computation of mean values and resets the MEAN
modifiers.

PLOT

Turns off the generation of line plots and resets the PLOT
modifiers.

REALIZAT

Resets the control information so all realizations available
will be used in computations.

SCREEN

Turns off all output to the screen.

SUMMARY

Turns off the generation of summary data for both input data
files.

TABLES

Turns off the generation of tables and resets the TABLES
modifier_.

TIMES

Resets the control information so the last time step of each
realization will be used for computations.

TRANSFOR

Turns off any transformations being performed on the input
data.

VARIANCE

Turns off the computation of variances and reset all variance
modifiers.

WINDOW

Resets the size of the grid used in computations to the entire
grid.

.

type, grid size, and in the realizations and time slice selected for
computation. If the files fail to match, an appropriate error message is
printed and the problem definition is skipped. The default (no keyword card
present) is to not compute correlations.
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5.3.2

Syntax

CORRELAT[OUTPUT]
The OUTPUl modifier
is optional;
if used it writes the grid of computed
correlations
to the contour file.
The contour file
is an ASCII file
in a
format acceptable for use by the CONTOUR3contouring program.
A different
contour file should be used for each problem definition that creates contour
output (use the FILE keyword to open a new file). The default is to not
output the computed correlations to the contour file.
5.3.3

Example

In this example, correlations will be computed and the resulting grid of
correlations will be output to the contour file.
CORRELATion OUTPUT
5.4

5.4.1

DISTRIBU COMMAND

Purpose

The DISTRIBU keyword is used to compute a statistical
distribution
for a
sample from a single variable
(only a single data input file
is used).
Several modifiers exist to allow the user flexibility in specifying the type
of statistical distribution to be created and how samples from the variable
are to be made. The default value (no keyword card present) is to not compute
a distribution, and there are no default values for the modifiers.
5.4.2

Syntax
I

DISTRIBU {LOCATION I SINGLE} {DENSITY {HISTOGRAN1 N2 I KERNEL} ,
CUMULATI {EMPIRICA I KERNEL} }
Only one of the two modifiers LOCATION and SINGLE can be used. These
modifiers specify how the random sample is to be taken from the variable.
Only one of the two modifiers DENSITY or CUMULATI can be used
These
modifiers specify the form of the statistical distribution. If the DENSITY
modifier is used, then either the HISTOGRA or KERNEL modifier must be chosen.
If the CUMULATI modifier is chosen, either the EMPIRICA or KERNEL modifier
must be chosen. If a specification for a distribution computation is
incomplete, an informational message is written to the report file and a
distribution will not be computed. If two mutually exclusive modifiers are
both entered, the problem will no___tt
error terminate and will no_._tt
produce a
message. Distribution computations will be performed with one of the complete
definitions. The type of distribution created can be found by reviewing the
report file.
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Table 5. Modifiersand Their Descriptionsfor the DISTRIBUKeyword.
Modifier Numeric
field(s)

Remarksand explanations

SINGLE

--

Computesthe distributionby using as the randomsample
data from each realizationat the same location. The
WINDOW keywordcard must be used to identifythe single
locationwhere the distributionis to be calculated. If
a singlelocationis not specified,an error messagewill
be printedand the problemdefinitionskipped.

LOCATION

--

Computesthe distributionfor a singlerealizationby
using data at all locationsin the data window as the
random sample. The REALIZATkeywordcard must be used to
identifythe singlerealizationused for computationof
the distribution. If a singlerealizationis not
specified,an errormessagewill be printedand the
problemdefinitionskipped.

DENSITY

--

Representsthe distributionin the form of a statistical
densitydistribution.

CUMULATI

--

Representsthe distributionin the form of a cumulative
distribution.

HISTOGRA

N1, N2

EMPIRICA

--

KERNEL

--

.

"

Modifierfor the DENSITYmodifier. This modifierselects
a histogramdensityestimate. The user must supply
two numericalvalues. These valuesare NI, the lower
boundaryof the firstbin for the histogram,and N2, thp
bin width. These values are specifiedin transforme_
units if a transformationis chosen (seeTRANSFOR keyword
description).
Modifierfor the CUMULATImodifier. This modifier
selectsthe empiricalcumulativedistributionfunction
technique.
Modifier for the DENSITYand CUMULATImodifiers. This
modifierselectsa kerneldensityestimationtechnique.

5.4.3 Examples
The firstexamplecomputesthe sample-baseddensityusingthe kernel
densityestimationtechnique. The randomsample is collectedby using data
from each realizationat the same singlelocation. The secondexample
computesthe distributionusing the empiricalCDF technique. The random
sampleis collectedby using data from a singlerealizationat all locations
in the data window.
DISTRIBUtionSINGLE DENSITYKERNEL
DISTRIBUtionLOCATIONCUMULATIveEMPIRICAl
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5.5
5.5.1

ENDCOMMAND
Purpose

The END keywordis used as the last keywordcard in a problemdefinition.
lt informsthe programthat keywordinputfor the current problemdefinition
has been completed. Additionalproblemdefinitionscan followthe END
keyword. All problemdefinitionsrequirean END keywordcard for normal
completion(eventhe last problemdefinition).
5.5.2

Syntax

END
There are no modifiers
5.5.3

or numerical values for this keyword.

Examples

This examplesignalsthe programthat the user has cr,
mpleteda problem
definition,and the program is to now performthe specifiedcomputations.
END
5.6
5.6.1

ENDINPUTCOMMAND
Purpose

The ENDINPUTkeyword is used as the last entry in the keyword input file.
This keyword tells the program that all problem definitions
have been
completedand computed. The programwill terminatenormallyif ENDINPUTis
not used.
5.5.2 Syntax
ENDINPUT
There are no modifiersor numericalvaluesfor this keyword.
5.6.3

Examples

The following example signals the program that the user is finished
defining problems and wants to exit the program.
ENDINPUT
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5.7
5.7.1

FILE COMMAND
Purpose

The FILE keywordallowsthe user to identifyand open or close the files
that will be used for a problemdefinition.
5.7.2

Syntax

FILE {DATA{NI} [FORMATTE: UNFORMAT] : REPORT : CONTOUR}
[OPEN : CLOSE] ["filename"]
e

Only one of the three modifiersDATA, REPORT,and CONTOURcan b_ used in
a singleFILE keywordcard. There is no defaultvalue. The DATA modifier
requiresthe use of the numericfieldNI to refer to the desired data file.
The FORMATTEdand UNFORMATtedmodifiersare optionalmodifiersfor the DATA
modifierwith FORMATTEdbeingthe default. The OPEN and CLOSE modifiersare
optional,with OPEN being the defaultoperation. The file name is required
for OPEN operations. There are no default file names. MultipleFILE keyword
cards can be used in a singleproblemdefinition.
At least one data file is requiredin each problemdefinition. Two data
files are requiredonly for correlations.A report file must alwaysbe opened
in the first problemdefinitionand can be changed in subsequentproblem
definitions. A contourfile must be opened in the first problemdefinition
performingoutput for the CONTOUR3contourprogram (a new file must be used
for each problemdefinitionperformingcontouroutput). A separatefile card
is requiredfor each file actiondesired. The name of the DISSPLAplot file
used for line plots cannotbe controlledby the user; a defaultfile name will
be chosenby the DISSPLAprogram(see Section3.0).
5.7.3

Examples

The first example closes the first data file.
The second example opens
the unformatted file PORMC.O07
as the seconddata file.
The third example
opens the file TEST.RPTas the report file.
FILE DATA1 CLOSE
FILE OPENDATA2 UNFORMATted
"PORMC.O07"
FILE OPENREPORT"TEST.RPT"
5.8
5.8.1

MEANCOMMAND
Purpose

The MEANkeyword allows the user to computemeanvalues of a single
variable (one input data file is required).
The default (no keyword card
present) is to not perform meanvalue calculations.
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Table 6. Modifiers,Their Descriptions,and NumericalValues
for the FILE Keyword.
Numeric
Modifier field(s)

Remarksand explanations

CLOSE

--

Specifiesthat the desired actionis to close the file.

CONTOUR

--

Identifiesthe CONTOURfile for use in the specified
action. The contourfile containsthe window of computed
values and the properheader informationfor use in the
CONTOUR3contouringprogram. Contourfiles are formatted
files.

DATA

NI

Identifiesa data file for use in the specifiedaction
(openor close). The data file is expectedto contain
output from the programPORMC for a singlevariable.
Becausetwo inputdata files (one for each variable)are
allowed,the DATA modifierrequiresa numericfield that
containseithera I or a 2 to allow referenceto the
two possibledata files. There is no ascending
restrictionon the use of the numericvalues I and 2
(the value I does not need to be used if only one file is
being used).

FORMATTE

--

Specifiesthat the input data file is formatted(ASCII).
This modifieris availableonly with the DATA modifier
and is the default-formattype.

OPEN

--

Specifiesthat the desired actionis to open the file.
This is the defaultaction. If a file of the same
specification(DATAI, DATA 2, REPORT,or CONTOUR) is
open already,this file is closedand the new file is
opened.

REPORT

--

Identifiesthe REPORTfile for use in the specified
action. The reportfile containsthe program
identification,
problemdefinition,data file summaries,
error and informational
messages,and tables. Report
files are formattedfiles.

UNFORMAT

--

Specifiesthat the inputdata file is unformatted
(binary). This modifieris availableonly with the DATA
modifier.

filename

--

The file name is required to open a file.
The file name
is optional when closing a file.
If used, the file name
is limited to 64 characters, which must appear on the
keyword card (not a continuation
card) and must be
enclosed by double quotation marks.
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5.8.2 Syntax
MEAN {LOCATION I SINGLE [OUTPUT]}
Either the LOCATION or the SINGLE modifier is required for specifying how
mean values are to be _omputed (the data are not processed in a default
manner). The OUTPUT modifier is optional, but is only recognized when used
with the SINGLE modifier.
o

Table 7. Modifiers and Their Descriptions for the MEAN Keyword.
Modifier

Remarks and explanations

,=

LOCATION

Computes mean values for realizations by using data at the
specified locations as replicates. A single time slice of the
grid is used from each realization. This will produce a single
mean valu= for each realization.

OUTPUT

Outputs the grid of computed mean values to the contour file.
This modifier is appropriate only if the SINGLE modifier is used.
The contour file is an ASCII file in c format acceptable for use
by the CONTOUR3 contouring program. A different contour file must
be used for each problem definition that creates contour output
(use the FILE keyword to open a new file). The default is to not
output mean values to the contour file.

SINGLE

Computes mean values at tne selected locations by using the
realizations as replicates. A single time slice of the grid is
used from each realiz_,tion. This will produce a grid the size of
the current window consisting of mean values.

5.8.3

•

Examples

The first example card requests mean values to be computed at grid
locations using realizations as replicates. The resulting mean value grid is
to be output to the contour file. The second example requests mean values to
be computed for the realizations using the grid locations as replicates.
MEAN SINGLE OUTPUT
MEAN LOCATION

5.9

PLOT COMMAND

5.9.1

Purpose

The PLOT keyword is used to control the plotting of results from the type
of computation performed (CORRELATion,DISTRIBUtion, MEAN, or VARIANCE) in the
current problem definition. Only line plots are created, and the type of

•
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computation performed determines the form of the line plot generated by this
command. The default (no keyword card present) is to not create line plots.
Line plots can take one of three forms: (I) a statistical distribution
plot, (2) a line plot between the values at a node and the node distances
along the axis of a one-dimensional data set, or (3) a plot between the value
and the realization number. The first and second forms are valid for
CORRELATion computations and MEAN and VARIANCE computations with the SINGLE
modifier; the third form is valid for MEAN and VARIANCE computations with the
modifier LOCATIONs.
More than one plot can be made in a single problem statement. The TITLE,
XLABEL, and YLABEL keywords are necessary to provide informative titles and
labels on line plots. If used, the corresponding title and labels should
immediately follow the PLOT keyword.
The code structure governing inputs keeps options implemented until they
are reset when multiple problem definitions are used in the same keyword
control file. If different plots are desired for different problems, each
problem statement should start with a CLEAR PLOT keyword.
5.9.2

Syntax

PLOT [ABSCISSA NI N2] [ORDINATE N3 N4] [SLICE N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 NIO]
The ABSCISSA and ORDINATE modifiers are optional for each type of line
plot. The SLICE modifier is required for the generation of a line plot
between node values and node distances if the computational window is
multidimensional. There are no default values for the numeric fields. If
more than one of the modifiers ABSCISSA, ORDINATE, and SLICE are used, the
associated numerical entries are entered assuming the modifiers were entered
in alphabetical order. In other words, if ABSCISSA and SLICE are used, the
first two numeric values will be used for the definition of ABSCISSA and the
next six for the definition of SLICE, regardless of the relative order of the
ABSCISSA and SLICE modifiers.

5.9.3

Examples
,o

The first example produces a plot that selects nodes 5 through 20 in the
Z dimension for the plane (X=I,Y=2) and then limits the x-axis of the plotting
window to values ranging between -10.0 and -9.5. The second example produces
a default plot for the currently computed values. The third example produces
a line plot that limits the plotting window on both the x and y axis.
PLOT ABSCISSA-10.0 -9.5 SLICE (1,2,5) TO (1,2,20)
PLOT
PLOT ABSCISSA 2.0 6.0 ORDINATE 0.0 1.0
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Table 8.

Modifiers, Their Descriptions, and Numeric Fields
for the PLOT Keyword.

Modifier

Numeric
fields

ABSCISSA

NI, N2

Provides minimum and maximum limits on the abscissa
(horizontal) of the plot. These values must be
expressed in the units of the (transformed) data.

ORDINATE

N3, N4

Provides minimum and maximum limits on the ordinate
(vertical) of the plot. These values must be
expressed in the units of the (transformed) data.

N5...NIO

Selects the one-dimensionalslice of data to use
for the line plot. SLICE defines the data slice
using a range of indices on the three dimensions.
The first three values are the minimum node numbers
for the x, y, and z axes, respectively. The second
three values are the maximum node values for the x,
y, and z axes, respectively. Two of the three
dimensions must be singular, i.e., SLICE (1,1,1) TO
(1,1,10) to define a one-dimensional data set in
the Z dimension covering the nodes I to 10. This
modifier is required (unless the computational
window is one-dimensional) when line plots of
CORRELATions, MEANs (if the SINGLE modifier was
used), or VARIANCEs (if the SINGLE modifier was
used) are being performed. The SLICE modifier is
ignored when plots of DISTRIBUtions or plots of
MEANs and VARIANCEs (which were computed with the
LOCATIONs modifier) are being performed. If the
indices used in the SLICE modifier exceed the
computational window, an informational message is
written and the PLOT keyword is ignored.

°
•

SLICE

Remarks and explanations

5.I0 REALIZAT COMMAND

5.10.1 Purpose
•

The REALIZAT keyword is used to specify the subset of realizations to be
processed. The default (no keyword card present) is to process all
realizations.
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5.I0.2 Syntax
REALIZAT [ALL I RANGE NI N2 N3]
No modifiers are required. Using REALIZAT with no modifier has the same
effect as using the ALL modifier. The RANGE modifier can be used to specify a
subset of the realizations to be processed.

Table g.

Modifier

Numeric
field

ALL

Default
value

....

RANGE

5.10.3

Modifiers, Their Descriptions, Numerical Fields, and
Default Values for the REALIZAT Keyword.

NI, N2, N3

Remarks and explanations
Specifies that all realizations will be
processed.

--

Specifies a range of realization numbers
to be processed. NI and N2 specify the
first and last realization numbers in the
range, while N3 specifies the step between
processed realizations.

Examples

The first
example allows all realizations
for a variable
to be processed.
The second example selects realizations
1, 3, and 5 for processing.
REALIZATion ALL
REALIZATion RANGE1,5,2
5.11 SCREEN COMMAND

5.11.1

Purpose

The SCREEN keyword allows results to be displayed on the terminal screen.
The default (no keyword card present) is for no results to be displayed on the
terminal screen.

5.11.2

Syntax

SCREEN(PLOT I TABLES Z SUMMARY
)
At least one of the modifiers
must be specified.
Actions resulting
from
use of the SCREENkeyword are set explicitly
each time the keyword is entered
and do not carry forward from a previous problem definition.
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Table 10. Modifiersand Their Descriptionsfor the SCREENKeyword.
Modifier

Remarksand explanations

PLOT

Displaysline plots on the terminalscreen. The terminalmust be
capableof emulatinga Tektronix4014 graphicsterminal. The
defaultis to write the line plots to the DISSPLAoutputfile.
Line plots can be writtento only the DISSPLAfile or the screen.

SUMMARY

Displaysthe summaryinformationof the inputdata file(s)on the
"erminalscreen. The default is to write the summaryinformation
to the reportfile but not to the screen. If summaryinformation
is writtento the screen,it will also continueto be writtento
the reportfile.

TABLES

Displaystables of computedvaluesfor the data variable(s)on
the terminalscreen. The defaultis to write tablesto the
reportfile but not to the screen. If tables are writtento the
screen,they will also continueto be writtento the report file.

"

5.11.3

Examples

The following example allows tables and line plots to be displayed on the
terminal screen and ensures that the screen output of file summaries is
inactivated.
SCREEN
TABLESPLOT
5.12

STOPCOMMAND

5.12.1

Purpose

This keyword terminates
keywordcontrolfile.

execution immediately during the reading of the

L

5.12.2 Syntax
STOP
There are no modifiersor numericalvaluesfor this keyword.
5.12.3 Examples
The followingexamplecard signalsthe programto terminateimmediately.
STOP
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5.13 SUMMARYCOMMAND
5.13.1

Purpose

The SUMMARY
keyword allows the user to print summaryinformation from
input data files 1 and/or 2. The default is for no summaryinformation to be
printed.
The FILE keyword is used to define the data files for use.
5.13.2

Syntax

SUMMARY
{N1} [N2]
J

One numeric value is required; the second numeric value is optional.
There are no default numeric values.

Table 11. NumericModifiersand Their Descriptions
for the SUMMARYKeyword.
Numeric
field

Numeric
value

Remarksand explanations

N1

I or 2

Identifiesthe inputdata file. The appropriateindex
(I or 2) was assignedwith the FILE keyword.

N2

I or 2

Identifiesthe secondinputdata file. The appropriate
index (I or 2) was assignedwith the FILE keyword.

5.13.3

Examples

The first exampleactivatesthe printingof summaryinformationto the
reportfile for data file I. The secondexampleactivatesthe printingof
summaryinformationto the reportfile for data files I and 2.
SUMMARY I
SUMMARY
1 2
5.14 TABLES COMMAND
5.14.1 Purpose
The TABLES keywordis used to controlthe tablingof results from the
type of computationperformed(CORRELATion,
DISTRIBUtion,MEAN, or VARIANCE)
in the currentproblemdefinition. The default (no keywordcard present)is
to not create tables. Only one TABLES keywordcard is allowedper problem
definition.
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5.14.2

Syntax

TABLES [PLANE PP] [SLICE N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6] [STEPX N7] [STEPY NBI [STEPZ N9]
No modifiers
are required.
If a TABLES keyword card is entered with no
modifiers,
the computed values are tabled in a default
fashion that depends on
the type of computation.
Tables for DISTRIBUtions and for MEANs and VARIANCEs
computed with the LOCATIONsmodifier
ignore definitions
of all modifiers.
The
modifiers
are used only to provide additional
control for creating
tables of
CORRELATions, and MEANsand VARIANCEscomputed with the SINGLE modifier.

Table 12. Modifiers, Their Descriptions, and Numerical and
Default Values for the TABLES Keyword. (sheet I of 2)
Modifier
PLANE

SLICE

o

Numeric
value

Default
value

....

NI...N6

Remarks and explanations
Requires a character field to specify the
orientation of the plane displayed in the
table, i.e., PLANE XZ to produce tables of the
X-Z plane for each node selected on the Y axis.
The X axis will lie horizontally and the Z axis
will lie vertically using this specification.
The character field is restricted to one of the
following six values: XY, YX, XZ, ZX, YZ, and
ZY. The default plane orientation is assigned
based on two rules: (1) an axis with a single
node is used as the plane index and (2) the Z
axis is not allowed to be the horizontal axis.
This allows only the XY, YX, XZ, and YZ
orientations as default possibilities.

--

Requires six numeric values to select the
"slice" (subset) of data to print in the table,
i.e., SLICE (1,1,1) TO (1,1,10) for a table
covering nodes I to 10 in the Z direction. The
first three values are the minimum node numbers
for the x, y, and z axes respectively. The
second three values are the maximum node values
for the x, y, and z axes respectively. The
SLICE modifier is not limited to specifying a
one-dimensional slice as in the PLOT keyword
command. The default is touse all locations
that have computed values (specified by the
WINDOW keyword). This modifier is valid only
if CORRELATions were computed or if VARIANCEs
or MEANs were computed with the SINGLE
modifier. If the indices used in the SLICE
modifier exceed the computational window, an
informational message is written and the TABLES
keyword is ignored.
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Table 12. Modifiers,Their Descriptions,and Numericaland
DefaultValues for the TABLESKeyword. (sheet2 of 2)
Numeric
value

Default
value

Remarks and explanations

STEPY

N8

1

Specifiesthe incrementon indicesin the
Y dimension(of the data)when creatingtables.
Must be positive.

STEPZ

Ng

I

Specifiesthe incrementon indicesin the
Z dimension(of the data)when creatingtables.
Must be positive.

Modifier

If the modifiersSLICE,STEPX,STEPY, and STEPZ are used, the associated
numericalentriesare enteredassumingthe modifierswere entered in
alphabeticalorder. In otherwords, if STEPZ and SLICE are used,the first
six numericvalueswill be used for the definitionof SLICE and the next
numericvaluewill be used for the definitionof STEPZ,regardlessof the
relativeorder of the SLICE and STEPZmodifiers.
5.14.3 Examples
The firstexample belowcreatesa table in a defaultformatthat depends
on the type of computationperformed. The secondexamplecreatesa table in
the YZ plane (the X dimensionis singular)for the grid definedby the Y axis
nodes I to 3 and the Z axis nodes I, 4, 7, and I0. The Y axis will lie
horizontallyand the Z axis will lie vertically. The third examplecreates a
table for the computationalwindowwith Y and X axes flipped.
TABLES
TABLES SLICE (1,1,1)TO (1,3,10)STEPZ3
TABLES PLANE YX
5.15 TIMES COMMAND
5.15.1 Purpose
The TIMES keyword is used to identifywhich time slice of each
realizationis to be used in the computations. This keywordhas no effect if
only a singletime value is presentin the data file. The defaultoperation
(no keywordcard present)is to use the last time slice of each realization.
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5.15.2

Syntax

TIMES [FIRST I LAST I SINGLENI]
No modifiersare required. UsingTIMES with no modifierhas the same
effectas using the LAST modifier. There are no defaultnumericvaluesfor
this keyword.

Table 13. Modifiersand Their Descriptionsfor the TIMES Keyword.

w

,.i

Numeric
value

Remarksand explanations

FIRST

--

Requiresthat all time slicesfor all realizationsin the
inputdata file are examinedand the earliesttime slice
that exists is used.

LAST

--

Requiresthat time slicesfor all realizationsin the
inputdata file be examinedand the latest time slice
that exists is used. This is the default action.

SINGLE

NI

Requiresthat the specifiedtime slice is used. NI is a
real value and representsthe PORMCoutput time.
NOTE" The SUMMARYkeywordcard can be used in an earlier
problemdefinitionto get a listingof time slicesper
realization.

Modifier
l

5.15.3

Examples

The first examplebelow instructsthe programto use the earliesttime
slice found in the data file for each realizationprocessed. The second
examplespecifiesthat the time sliceoccurringat .0125is to be used for
each realizationprocessed.
TIMES FIRST
TIMES SINGLE ,0125
5.16 TYTLE COMMAND
5.16.1 Purpose
The TITLE keywordallowsthe user to providea title for a line plot.
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5.16.2

Syntax

TITLE {"Title"}
The title is limited to 60 characters, must appear on the keyword card
(not a continuation card), and must be enclosed by double quotation marks. If
used, the TITLE keyword card must follow the associated PLOT keyword card
before another PLOT keyword card is specified. A default dummy title is used
for each plot created with no explicitly specified title.
w

5.16.3

Examples
In the following example a title is given for the previously defined line

plot.
TITLE "Mean Value By Realization"
5.17

TRANSFORCOMMAND

5.17.1

Purpose

The TRANSFORkeyword is used to specify the data transformation
to
perform to the input data.
The default
(no keyword card present)
is to
perform no data transformations.
5.17.2

Syntax

TRANSFOR[LOGIO I LOGE]
One of the two modifiers
LOGIO or LOGEis required to specify the type of
transformation
to perform.
There is no default transformation.
No data
transformations
are done unless a TRANSFORMkeyword is entered, and the
transformation option stays in effect for all subsequent problem definitions
until it is reset using the CLEAR keyword.

Table 14.
Modifier

Modifiers and Their Descriptions for the TRANSFOR Keyword.
Remarks and explanations

LOGIO

Performs a base 10 logarithm transformation. This
transformation requires all input data values to be greater than
zero.

LOGE

Performs a base e logarithm transformation. This transformation
requires all input data values to be greater than zero.
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5.17.3

Examples

This examplespecifiesa base 10 logarithmtransformationon the input
data.
TRANSFORm
LOGIO
5.18

USERCOMMAND

5.18.1
,

Purpose

The USER keywordcan be used to definea new user name. A default user
name of "XXXXXXX. XXXXXX" is definedand will be used unlessthe user enters
this card. The entire user name is writtento the report file. The user name
is also writtento the contourfile, however,only the first eightcharacters
are used.
5.18.2

Syntax

USER{"New Name"}
The user namecan contain up to 16 characters, must appear on the keyword
card (not a continuation card), and must be contained between double quote
marks.
5.18.3 Examples
The followingexamplechangesthe user name to John Doe.
USER "JohnDoe"
5.19
5.19.1
"

VARIANCE
COMMAND
Purpose

The VARIANCEkeywordallowsthe user to computevariancesof a single
variable(one inputdata file is required). The default (no keywordcard
present)is to not performvariancecalculations.
5.19.2

Syntax

VARIANCE{LOCATIONI SINGLE[OUTPUT]}[STANDARD]
Eitherthe LOCATIONor the SINGLEmodifieris requiredfor specifyinghow
variancesare to be computed (the data are not processedin a defaultmanner).
The OUTPUTmodifieris optionalbut is only recognizedwhen used with the
SINGLEmodifier. The STANDARDmodifieris optional.
4i
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Table 15. Modifiersand Their Descriptionsfor the VARIANCEKeyword.
Modifier

Remarksand explanations

LOCATION

Computesvariancesfor realizationsby using data at the
specifiedlocationsas replicates. A single time slice of the
grid is used from each realization. This will producea single
variance(standarddeviationif the STANDARDmodifieris used)
for each realization.

OUTPUT

Outputsthe grid of computedvariances(or standarddeviations)
to the contourfile. This modifieri_.appropriateonly if the
SINGLEmodifieris used. The contourfile is an ASCII file in a
formatacceptablefor use by the CONTOUR3contouringprogram.
A differentcontourfile shouldbe used for each problem
definitionthat createscontouroutput (use the FILE keywordto
open a new file). The default is to not output variancesto the
contourfile.

SINGLE

Computesvariancesat the selectedlocationsby using the
realizationsas replicates. A singletime sliceof the grid is
used from each realization. This will producea grid the size of
the currentwindow consistingof variances(standarddeviationif
the STANDARDmodifieris used).

STANDARD

Specifiesthat standarddeviationsshouldbe computed. Variances
are computedunlessthis modifieris used.

5.19.3

Examples

The firstexamplecard shown belowrequestsvariancesto be computedat
grid locationsusing realizationsas replicates. The resultingvariancegrid
is to be outputto the contourfile. The secondexample requestsstandard
deviationsto be computedfor the realizationsusing the grid locationsas
replicates.
VARIANCESINGLEOUTPUT
VARIANCE LOCATIONSTANDARD
5.20 WINDOW COMMAND

5.20.1 Purpose
The WINDOW keywordallowsthe user to use a portionof the grid, rather
than the whole grid, for computations.Output of computedvalues at grid
nodes is limitedto the size of the computational
window. The defaultvalue
is to use the entiregrid.
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5.20.2

S_tax

WINDOW
{N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6}
All six numericmodifiersare requiredto specifythe minimum and maximum
indexlimits in each dimension(X,Y,X),yieldinga subsetof the grid.

Table 16. NumericModifiers,Their Descriptions,and
DefaultValues for the WINDOWKeyword.
Numeric
field

Numeric
value

Default
value

•

°

i

NI

Positive

I

Specifiesthe minimumnode to be includedin
the computationalwindow in the X dimension
(R dimensionfor cylindricalcoordinates).

N2

Positive

I

Specifiesthe minimumnode to be includedin
the computationalwindow in the Y dimension
(Thetadimensionfor cylindricalcoordinates).

N3

Positive

I

Specifiesthe minimumnode to be includedin
the computationalwindow in the Z dimension.

N4

Positive

--

Specifiesthe maximumnode to be includedin
the computationalwindow in the X dimension
(R dimensionfor cylindricalcoordinates).

N5

Positive

--

Specifiesthe maximumnode to be includedin
the computationalwindow in the Y dimension
(Thetadimensionfor cylindricalcoordinates).

N6

Positive

--

Specifiesthe maximumnode to be includedin
the computationalwindow in the Z dimension.

5.20.3
.

Remarksand explanations

i

Examples

The first examplebelow sets the computational
window to use grid nodes
I through3 in the X dimension,I through4 in the Y dimension,and I through
7 in the Z dimension. The secondexample sets the computationalwindowto the
singlegrid node (1,1,1).
WINDOW (1,1,1)TO (3,4,7)
WINDOW (1,1,1)TO (1,1,1)
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5.21

XLABELCOMMAND

5.21.1

Purpose

The XLABEL keywordallowsthe user to providea label for the horizontal
(x) axis of a line plot.
5.21.2

Syntax

XLABEL {"Label
"}
The label is limitedto 64 characters,must appearon the keywordcard
(nota continuationcard), and must be enclosedby double quotemarks. If
used,the XLABEL keywordcard must followthe associatedPLOT keywordcard
beforeanotherPLOT keywordcard is specified. A defaultdummy x-axis label
is used for each plot createdwith no explicitlyspecifiedx-axis label.
5.21.3

Examples

In the followingexample,an x-axislabel is given for the previously
definedline plot.
XI.ABEL"RealizationNumber"
5.22

YLABELCOMMAND

5.22.1

Purpose

The YLABELkeyword allows the user to provide a label for the vertical
(y) axis of a line plot.
5.22.2

Syntax

YLABEL{"Label "}
The label is limitedto 64 characters,must appearon the keywordcard
(nota continuationcard),and must be enclosedby double quotationmarks.
If used,the YLABEL keywordc_rd must followthe associatedPLOT keywordcard
beforeanotherPLOT keywordcard is specified. A defaultdummy y-axis label
is used for each plot createdwith no explicitlyspecifiedy-axis label.
5.22.3

Examples

In the followingexample,a y-axis label is given for the previously
definedline plot.
YLABEL "Mean Value"
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6.0

EXAMPLERUN

This section contains one example run of the code. The example
(Table 17) contains two problem definitions that exercise different features
of the code and illustrate the free-form command language.

•

•

The first defined problem computes correlations between the variables in
the two data files for only the grid nodes specified. The last time slice of
all realizations will be used by default. The file EXAMPLE.RPT is opened as
the report file. Summary information on the two data files is written to the
report file and to the screen. A table is created from the results and
written to the report file. Plots with accompanying titles and labels are
produced and written to the DISSPLA metafile.
The second defined problem tur'nsoff correlation computations, the
creation of summary information, and output to the screen, lt also closes the
first data file and clears the previously defined plots. In problem 2, the
report file, the window size, and the creation of tables will be the same as
in proble_ I. Mean computations will be performed using the first time slice
of the odd-numbered realizations from I to 15. A single mean value will be
computed for each of these realizations. A plot is also defined with title
and labels and will be written to the DISSPLA metafile.
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Table 17. InputData File" EXAMPLEI.DAT.
/ ControlFile EXAMPLEI.DATfor the PORPSTUser's Guide

/
USER is "BT DIDIER"

/
FILE OPEN REPORT "EXAMPLE.RPT"
FILE OPEN DATA file I FORMATTEd"STOCH.3"
FILE OPEN DATA file 2 FORMATTEd"STOCH.7"
SUMMARYfor files I and 2
SCREEN outputfor SUMMARY
WINDOW for computationsis (2,2,10)TO (2,2,75)
CORRELATionswilI be computed
TABLESwill be created
PLOT the computationalwindow
TITLE is "Correlationsbetweenvariables3 and 7 for Z axis nodes 10 - 75"
XLABEL is "Nodedistance"
YLABEL is "Correlation"
PLOT limit ABSCISSAfrom -5 meters to -1.5 meters
TITLE is "Correlationsbetweenvariables3 and 7 for Z axis nodes 15 - 50"
XLABEL is "Nodedistance"
YLABEL is "Correlation"
END of first problem
CLEAR CORRELATIONSSUMMARYSCREEN PLOT
FILE CLOSE DATA I
TIMES FIRST
MEAN values computedover LOCATIONs
REALIZATionsRANGE I to 15 by 2
PLOT of the mean value by realization
TITLE is "Mean valuevs realization"
XLABEL is "Realizationnumber"
YLABEL is "Meanvalue"
END
ENDINPUT
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